Abstract-Vehicle platoons are fully automated vehicles driving in close proximity of each other, where both distance keeping and steering is under automatic control. This paper is aiming at a variant of vehicle platoons, where the lateral control is using forward looking sensors, i.e. camera, radar. Such a system solution implies that the vehicle dynamics are coupled together laterally, in contrast to the classical look-down solutions. For such a platoon, lateral string stability is an important property that the controller needs to guarantee. This article proposes a method for designing such a distributed controller. It also examines the effect of model uncertainties on the lateral string stability of the platoon for the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing transportation needs in the society drives an ever increasing number of vehicles on the roads. Infrastructure scaling that meets such demand is both time consuming and in some situation unfeasible. Therefore, solutions that could increase traffic capacity using existing infrastructure are seen as important part in the transportation system of the future. Vehicle platoons that do not need major infrastructure support are one family of such possible solutions. The question is whether this can be realized with cost effective systems on the vehicle level. This paper explores methods for the lateral control of such platoons, where the information at hand are measurement of the lateral displacement of the vehicle in front and internal signals from the vehicle ahead transmitted through vehicle to vehicle communication. That is, the scheme is using forward looking sensors, the mainstream sensing choice for active safety applications in today's vehicles. It is important to point out that the scope of the paper is to solve a problem that arise from a practical implementation of a vehicle platoon with existing and cost effective sensing systems [6] , [7] , i.e. lookahead sensing. See Figure 1 . From platooning perspective, the major disadvantage of such sensor systems is that as soon as the inter-vehicle gap is getting short (e.g. 6 m), the camera is not able to track the lane markings reliably as they are partially occluded by the vehicle in front. In this situation the only viable option is to follow the vehicle in front which is reliably reported both through the camera and the radar. In contrast to the look-down techniques [5] , this leads to coupling between the lateral dynamics of the vehicles in the platoon, which can give rise to string instability behavior in the lateral dynamics of Figure 1 . Look-ahead sensing system consisting of radar (in the front) and camera beind the windshield.
the platoon, i.e. a lateral disturbance could increase downstream in the platoon [3] .
Obviously such a behavior has undesired effects on the safety of the vehicle, as it can easily enter neighboring lane or run off road, resulting in serious accidents. It is therefore imperative that the applied controller guarantees, by design, string stability of the lateral dynamics of the platoon.
The contribution of the paper is a control algorithm and design method that guarantees lateral string stability of the platoon, which uses cost effective on board sensor from two vehicles only, the host vehicle and the vehicle in front of the host vehicle, obtained through vehicle to vehicle communication. This is in contrast to other approaches where information from the entire platoon is used [2] .
The remaining part of the paper is composed of three sections, Section two describes the system to be controlled, Section three is the main contribution of the paper describing the control algorithm focusing on its lateral string stability guarantees. Section three includes also a method for robustness analysis of the lateral string stability with respect to parameter variations in the plant, i.e. the vehicles. Section four shows simulation results while the last section summarizes the conclusions.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
For ease of understanding consider the schematic picture in Figure 2 , illustrating two vehicles, a lead and a following vehicle. The lateral deviation, that is the offset between the following and the lead vehicle, can be modelled as relations of the states of the two vehicles. In this section this model is used to explain the underlying dynamics and limitations in the system. This work has been partially financed by the European project Interactive. Define Δy as as the error to be minimized. This entity has two components:
x the deviation from centre of gravity of the lead vehicle to centre of gravity of the following vehicle, , which is dependent on the distance travelled in the y-direction (1) where ψ, ψT and β, βT denote the yaw-and slipangle of the following and leading vehicle, respectively, with the assumption of the initial condition for being no lateral offset. V x and V T is the longitudinal speed of the following and target vehicle respectively. x the length from the projected point at a distance from the centre of gravity of the follower to the centre of gravity of the leading vehicle. This represents the point that is being followed, and can for small deviations be approximated as the lookahead distance L, i.e.: (2) The operating point of interest in this paper, is that of cruising with constant speed. In such situations a vehicle can be fully described by a bicycle model [4] . Together with equation (2), the bicycle model describes the dynamical model of a car following a target is described:
where the states are: ,
and the disturbance vector .
The term w relates the variations induced by the motions of the leader vehicle; hence, seen from the perspective of the following vehicle, there is no control over it and therefore can be treated as a disturbance. The other parameters in the model are as follows: m vehicle mass, C f,r cornering stiffness front and rear, l f,r centre of gravity distance from front and rear axles, I moment of inertia, δ steering wheel angle.
In transfer function form, for the fourth state, relation (3) will result in: Figure 3 . It is noted that the system presents different characteristics depending on the velocity and distance to the point followed, and while not unstable, has insufficient phase-margin. The effect is more noticeable for short look-ahead distances and high speeds [4] .
III. CONTROL DESIGN
The main challenge of the control design is to guarantee string stability for the lateral dynamics of the platoon. Moreover, the used controller needs to guarantee local stability as well, i.e. following the vehicle in front of the host vehicle. This is done by a simple PD controller, based on local design. In the rest of the section, the lateral string stability will be in focus.
A. Nominal string stability
String stability for the longitudinal movement of a platoon is a well understood global property of a platoon [1] , [8] .
In this article, a platoon of n vehicles is said to be string stable in the L 2 sense if for every , the relation (7) holds. In the above equation, the following definition is used for the lateral error between two consecutive vehicles: (8) Relation (8) is a generalization of the sum of (1) and (2) in the previous section. Additionally, vehicle i is following the bumper of vehicle i-1 as it is the case in real life applications, where the sensors will identify the back end of the vehicle.This can be written in frequency domain as: (9) with u i the control signal (steering wheel angle) of the i-th vehicle. In relation (9), the transfer functions from control signal to different states are used and result in two transfer functions:
x One from the control signal to the lateral error as in (6) x The second, describing the dynamics of the point on the rear bumper that is to be tracked by the vehicle, denoted , (10) A translation of the definition above to the frequency domain would mean that if the transfer function from the lateral error of a vehicle to that of its following vehicle has a magnitude less than 1, string stability is ensured. Denote this transfer function H, then the condition for string stability is This is a general analysis condition, and it does not give any hint on how the controller structure should look like in order to guarantee fulfillment of the condition.
Consider now the particular topology in Figure 4 , where information is relayed from the previous vehicle, i.e. its control signal and its lateral error. Moreover the strategy contains a local controller C that stabilizes the system based on the error to the preceding vehicle.
where F 1 and F 2 are linear filters. As shown in the figure above, the communicated information is both the control signal u i and the lateral error ε i . The control signal of the first follower can be written as (12) From the first to second follower, the following expression is obtained:
for any follower i, the control signal can be written as: (14) After straightforward manipulations this results in, (15) The last term of the above expression can be canceled by setting (16) which is a proper transfer function. Then the following relation is obtained: (17) where the filter F 1 can be used to design the decay of the lateral error between the vehicles. It is interesting to note that if the relations above hold, one can guarantee lateral string stability for an infinite number of vehicles in the platoon.
B. Robust String Stability
In the relations above, in particular in (16), it has been assumed that the vehicle parameters are perfectly known. This will however not be the case in a real-life application. It is therefore of interest to analyse the impact of such uncertainties on the string stability performance of the platoon, and derive an alternative string stability guarantee. For the analysis, (15) is rewritten as follows: Applied for all i, relations (27), (28) are sufficient conditions for lateral string stability in the L2 sense for a platoon consisting of i vehicles. The design parameters are the filters F 1 and F 2 as C is determined by the local control design. However, the relations are more suited for analysis and verification than direct synthesis of the two filters.
Due to the conservatism of the proof, it is clear from the relations that it will be difficult to guarantee lateral string stability for a long vehicle platoon. On the other hand, in a real life application, the platoon length is already limited by other practical factors such as blocking lanes, exits and entry ramps on the highway.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
For the nominal string stability study, a platoon of 17 vehicles has been simulated. Each vehicle is modelled with a seven degrees of freedom model including the wheel, yaw, pitch and role motions. The number of vehicles in the platoon is chosen such that the simulation time is acceptable for the computational power used in the study. In the simulated scenario, the platoon is cruising on a straight road and a lateral disturbance is applied on the second vehicle. It is of interest to observe how this error will propagate in the platoon starting from the third follower.
The controller consists of a local PD-regulator giving a crossover frequency of 1rad/s and a phase-margin of 60 degrees, while the platoon was moving with a velocity of 30m/s with a look-ahead distance of 1.5m. This controller is augmented according to the topology in Figure 4 , with the filters F 1 set to 0.5C and with F 2 chosen to be . Figure 5 shows that the system results in a string stable platoon, as the error attenuates and reaches 0. The decay rate of the error between the vehicles is directly tuned by the filter F 1 . At this point the system parameters were assumed known, guaranteeing lateral string stability for a platoon with an infinite number of vehicles.
Assume now that the vehicle parameters are not known exactly. The cornering stiffness and the mass of the real world process used in simulation is increased with 25%, while the nominal values were used during the synthesis of the controller. For the local control, a PD-regulator is used resulting in a system with crossover frequency of 0.5rad/s and a phasemargin of 45 degrees. The feed-forward filters were chosen as F 1 =0.6C and F 2 chosen to be . Figure 6 shows that string-stability can only be guaranteed up till the 8 th vehicle, according to (28). This is a rather conservative estimate, based on the proof from the previous chapter. It is therefore of a particular importance the choice of the feed-forward filter, F 1, as it has an impact on the number of vehicles that will remain and can be proved to be string stable.
When it comes to the real life implementation of the algorithm, the controller is linear and is given by the first equality in relation (14). It contains lateral errors from the host vehicle but also lateral error and control signal from the vehicle in front which is transmitted through the V2V communication. Mixing these two components in the controller implies a clock synchronization between the vehicles.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Lateral control of vehicle platoons with look-ahead sensing has been studied. Such sensing systems are advantageous for real life implementation of platooning as they already are installed for the existing active safety functionality on the market. However the vehicle will get a coupled lateral dynamics and great care needs to be taken in the design of the lateral control of the platoon, in order to maintain lateral string stability. The paper proposes a control architecture and a design method for lateral string stable platoons using information from on board sensors of the host vehicle and the vehicle in front of the host vehicle. Robustness against parameter uncertainties of the proposed method is analysed and a sufficient condition for string stability is derived.
The chosen control topology is rather specific and it is chosen such that the particular string stability conditions are easy to fulfil. Further results will focus on a more general structure where the synthesis method is to guarantee the lateral string stability property.
